
VHS Transfers
with the

Blackmagic Design 
Intensity Shuttle Video Card



The video card requires a driver.

• If you are doing the transfer in the CDA Audio Video Suites, the driver 
for the video card is already installed. Skip the next page of this guide.
• If you are doing the transfer at home, then you will need to download 

the driver from the Blackmagic Design support page. See the next 
page of this guide.
• The Intensity Shuttle video card is no longer manufactured but it is 

still supported by the the Blackmagic Design Desktop Video 
application.
• At the time of writing this guide, Desktop Video software version 12.1  

is installed in the CDA AV Suites computers that are running Mac OS 
10.15 (Catalina).



https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/support/

If you need to download the video card driver at home, go to the Latest
Downloads section of the Blackmagic Support Page.

Download the Desktop Video application, NOT the Desktop Video SDK.

All the downloads for the Blackmagic Design products are listed in this
Latest Downloads section and are organized by date. Read the release 
notes to ensure the driver is compatible with your operating system.

https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/support/


Look for the Composite Video Output

If you look on the back of any VHS player you will see video
and audio outputs with RCA type connectors. These are always
three colours: YELLOW for video, WHITE for left channel audio
and RED for right channel audio. These are the outputs you will 
use to send the signal to the video card.

Use these outputs for VHS tape.

In DVD/VCR combo players you may also see 
RCA type outputs with RED, GREEN and BLUE 
colors. These are component video outputs 
that are not used for VHS tape.



Connect the video output to the Intensity 
Video Card using the three colour RCA cable

Connect the three RCA connector cable
to the yellow composite video input and left and right
RCA audio inputs on the Intensity video card.

Plug the Intensity video card
Into the computer with the 
USB 3 cable.



Go to Applications/ Blackmagic Desktop Video
These are the instructions for an Apple
Computer. If you are on a PC, go to the
equivalent location so that the Desktop
Video Setup Application will appear. 

Select the small button in the middle of 
the window. 

Then 
select this 
button.



Video Input Settings
Select Composite as the video input 
connection. 

Maintain the analog video input levels
at zero for Y and Chroma and keep the 
NTSC IRE setting at 7.5 (USA).

These settings will keep the input neutral.
You will not be affecting colour or contrast.



Video Output Settings

In the Video Output/General settings,
The Default video standard should be:
525i59.94 NTSC.

The When Paused setting is not important.

The analog video output levels should be at 
zero and the NTSC IRE set to:
7.5 (USA). 



Capture options

• Any video editing software with a video capture function should 
recognize the Intensity video card.
• In the CDA AV suites you can use Blackmagic Media Express or Adobe 

Premiere to capture the video. The following pages describe both 
options.
• Blackmagic Media Express is included in the Blackmagic Desktop 

Video Application that you downloaded. 



Using Blackmagic Media Express to Capture

Blackmagic Media Express will be in applications, just under
the Blackmagic Desktop Video application.



Setting Preferences in Media Express
In the Media Express preferences make the
following selections.

Project Video Format: 525i59.94 NTSC

Capture File Format: QuickTime Apple ProRes 422
(Windows users can select something else.)
This is the ideal capture format. File sizes will be
350 MB/minute. If that is too large select
Pro Res 422 LT or Proxy instead.

Then select a location for the captured video.

If your tape is slightly damaged and capturing becomes
interrupted, uncheck mark Stop capture if dropped frames 
are detected and Stop playback if dropped frames are 
detected. However, deselecting these options 
can cause audio to become unsynchronized from video.
So leave them check marked unless you run into a problem.



Go to the Log and Capture Window

Once you play the VHS tape, you should
see the image in the Log and Capture 
Window. 

You will not be able to hear audio
but you can see the audio levels in the
meters underneath the image. Do a short 
record test, then play it back, to make sure 
the audio is quality is acceptable.

To hear audio while you are 
capturing, connect the RCA outputs on the 
Intensity video card to speakers with RCA
analog inputs.



Capture Video

Select the Capture button to begin capturing.

Select the same button to end. 

Once you have performed a test, I suggest
capturing the entire program or tape.
VHS tapes are old and may not survive being
played back more than a few times.



Select the captured video and open in 
QuickTimePlayer

You will not hear audio
if you use the playback
window in Media Express.

Use QuickTime Player
or VLC media player
Instead.



Capturing with Adobe Premiere

Make a new project in Premiere.
In the Project Settings, select
Blackmagic Capture as the Capture Format.

Then select Settings.



Capture Settings In Premiere

Use the capture settings that you see here.

Pro Res 422 is the ideal video format.
The files sizes will be 350 MB/minute 
(21 GB/hour). If this file size is too large,
select Pro Res 422 LT or Proxy instead.



Premiere Capture Preferences
If the capture is stopping because the tape
is slightly damaged, deselect Abort capture
on dropped frames in Premiere/Preferences/
Capture.

Deselecting this option may cause audio to become
unsynchronized with video during capture.
If you encounter this problem, synchronize the audio
manually after capture or keep the Abort capture
option selected.

Fixing synchronization issues can be tedious so I 
suggest selecting the Abort capture option unless
the capture is continually interrupted by dropped 
frames. 



Go to File/Capture



Capture Window Controls
In the capture window, you can enter
a tape name and clip name.

Play the tape from the VHS deck and
then press the red button to capture
into Premiere.

Above the image there will be an
indication that you are recording to
disk and the capture duration time
will continuously update.
Do not be alarmed by the words
“capture device offline”. This simply
refers to the fact that you are not using
Time Code.

Press this red button to record. 
Press stop to end the capture.



Audio while capturing

You will not hear audio while you are capturing into Premiere. 
But you can see the audio levels in the meters to the right of the
Premiere sequence. 

Do a short record test, then play it back, to make sure 
the audio is quality is acceptable.

To hear audio while you are capturing, connect the RCA outputs on the 
Intensity video card to speakers with RCA analog inputs.



Play the captured clip on a new Premiere 
Sequence Right click or control click the captured clip

in the Premiere Project window and create
a new sequence by selecting “New Sequence From Clip”. 
This will create a new sequence where you can play 
the captured clip.



Standard Definition Interlaced Video Format

The Premiere sequence settings indicate
the video format.

This is a standard definition (720 x 486 pixels)
video clip and it is interlaced (indicated
by the ”lower field first” entry).

Whether you capture the VHS tape with
Premiere or Media Express, it will be the
same format. This is the format of VHS.



Interlaced Scanning on a Progressive Display

Interlaced video can look strange
on a progressive display (all current
displays are progressive, old cathode ray
tube TVs use interlaced scanning).

Fast motion may show combing effects,
like those seen on the right.

You must deinterlace the clip.



Deinterlacing Controls
On playback: VLC

Software video media players will deinterlace video.

QuickTime Player will deinterlace automatically.

With VLC Media player you have the option to choose
between different types of deinterlacing. Choose the
one that looks best. 



Deinterlacing Software

In Premiere, if you place an interlaced video on to a progressive
sequence, the video will be deinterlaced. Premiere uses simple
deinterlacing methods.

Dedicated video compression software may give you a better
result, for example, ffworks or Apple’s Compressor software.



Deinterlacing Controls
Screen shot from ffworks:

Here, for example, is a window showing
deinterlacing controls in the video
compression software ffworks.

You can see that it has removed the
combing effect on the motion.



Questions?

If you have any questions regarding this guide please 
contact Phil Hawes:

philip.hawes@concordia.ca


